Beauty and elegance

Stunning infinity swimming pool

Magnificent, unspoilt views

Sauna, hammam, Jacuzzi and gym.

Convenient for Toulouse and Carcassone

DPE and GES = not classified

Aude, SW France
Ref 10298

€1,100,000

In the heart of the Lauragais, a region of SW France bounded by Toulouse, Carcassone and Albi, this beautiful
domain is hidden away in a two and a half hectare park which is itself around 200 years old. The house, which is
a formal maison du maitre, was built at the beginning of the 19th century and was renovated in 2015 with taste
and sensitivity. It is currently an up and running, high quality rental business with its own website and listings on
major international letting portals.
The accommodation can be divided into up to three separate, but intercommunicating apartments with an
additional ground floor, which could be a fourth apartment, still to finish off. This gives great flexibility of
accommodation for both clients and owners. As well as the residential accommodation, the property includes
an infinity swimming pool, a hammam, sauna, Jacuzzi and gym. There are exceptional views across the valley
below and to the distant Pyrennes.

MAISON DU MAITRE
Ground Floor
To complete - potentially providing 3 bedrooms, 3
bathrooms, 3 WCs a living room and a kitchen.
First floor
Three bedrooms, three bathrooms, three WCs, kitchen,
sitting room and living room.
Other floors
3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 4 WCs, 2 living rooms, 2
kitchens.

OUTSIDE
Parkland of around 2.5 hectares which includes around 28
varieties of tree, some of which are over 100 years old.

ADDITIONAL FACILITIES
Infinity swimming pool, hammam, sauna, Jacuzzi and gym.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Electric heating
Private drainage
475m2 of habitable accommodation
Approx 25000m2 of land
Recent tax fonciere = 1500 euros per year

ABOUT THE AREA
The Lauragais is known as 'The French Tuscany ' because of its beauty and favourable climate. It is also known as
the"Pays de Cocagne" - a mythical terrestrial paradise because of its beauty, climate and relaxed way of life. The region is
renowned for its beautiful domaines with delightful landscapes and is dotted with stunning fields of sunflowers in the
summertime.
The property is convenient for the A61, an arterial road running from Toulouse to the Mediterranean. Toulouse and
Carcasson airports are easily accessible, the Mediterranean can be reached in around an hour, and you are a stone's throw
from the heart of Cathar country. You are also close to the delightful town of Castelnaudery, home of the traditional French
dish of Cassoulet.

To enquire about this property please contact info@frenchpropertiesdirect.com

www.frenchpropertiesdirect.com
These details do not form part of any contract and all measurements are approximate.

